Call to Action: Enhancing ‘Exercise is Medicine’ from the Perspective of Fitness Professionals
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Abstract
Exercise is Medicine (EIM) is an international initiative that aims to incorporate exercise in primary healthcare by encouraging physicians to prescribe exercise and/or refer patients to Fitness Professionals (FPs). To determine how to increase referral and prescription practices previous research has focused solely on the perspective and recommendations of physicians, not FPs. The purpose of the present pilot study was to engage FPs in a focus group to identify problems and discuss solutions to better implement exercise prescriptions and referrals. Personal trainers (n = 12) were recruited to participate. Using a thematic analysis four themes emerged from the focus group that represent the suggestions of FPs to bridge the gap between FPs and Physicians: (1) Increase communication opportunities between physicians and FPs; (2) Increase EIM educational opportunities for physicians and FPs; (3) Include progression and follow-up on the EIM prescription pad and; (4) Prepare the recreational environment to receive exercise referrals.
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Introduction
Research is now well-established in demonstrating that physical activity can prevent, manage and treat chronic diseases and lower mortality rates [1,2], yet only 10% of American and 15% of Canadian adults meet physical activity guidelines of 150 minutes of moderate to vigorous activity per week [3,4]. One global health promotion strategy that addresses the issue of inactivity is Exercise is Medicine (EIM). EIM aims to increase physical activity levels of all population groups by promoting the inclusion of exercise prescription and referral in the healthcare system [5,6]; including the use of the EIM Physical Activity Prescription Pad [7]. This referral approach can be direct (i.e., physician consults with the patient) or indirect (i.e., physician refers patient to a fitness professional who then consults with the patient). With respect to the former approach, historic and current exercise prescription by physicians is low with research conducted in this area identifying lack of knowledge [7-14] and lack of time [1,12,15] as being the main barriers to exercise prescription by physicians. EIM envisions and encourages a collaborative approach between healthcare providers and FPs to promote physical activity [5,6], yet the perspective of FPs has not been previously explored. FPs are at the receiving end of the exercise prescription and referral procedure and therefore their perspective and suggestions are an important call to action for EIM to increase exercise prescription and referral practices.

The current pilot study consisted of a convenience sample of FPs from a university campus. The university
campus is a compelling setting to study the physician-fit-ness referral as it very often includes health services and recreation centres receiving EIM promotions through their Exercise is Medicine on Campus (EIMC) group. In a focus group setting participants were asked to describe barriers to and enablers of the exercise prescription and referral procedure. It was hypothesized that FPs would primarily discuss the lack of communication between FPs and physicians as this has been previously identified as the main reason physicians choose not to make exercise referrals [16]. As EIM is a relatively recent initiative, and the majority of Promotion and educational opportunities have been mainly directed at physicians, it was hypothesized that FPs would have limited knowledge of EIM. As such, a brief EIM information session was provided prior to the focus group and information on FPs knowledge of EIM was gathered via structured written questionnaires. This study will provide valuable insight for the larger EIM initiative [5] and improve the effectiveness of EIM in its mission to increase the inclusion of exercise in the healthcare system through exercise prescriptions and referrals.
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**Methods**

The pilot study took place at the University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada (campus population 30,844). Ethics approval was obtained from the Institutional Research Ethics Board. Fourteen certified personal trainers employed at the Western Student Recreation Centre were asked to participate. Participants received an information letter and a written informed consent was obtained to participate in both the introductory presentation and focus group. No personal identifiers were collected.

Before beginning the focus group participants completed a short questionnaire to evaluate their pre-existing knowledge on the EIM goals, mission, resources, and the envisioned role of physicians and role of FPs (Supplementary document 1). The questionnaire was developed with the support of EIM Canada representatives. Following the questionnaire, participants were given a 15 minute standard introductory presentation provided by EIM Canada and delivered by the EIMC graduate student chair. Immediately after the presentation, participants completed a post-information session questionnaire that consisted of the same pre-session questionnaire to evaluate the effectiveness of the information session in improving their knowledge about EIM (Supplementary document 2).

All participants then engaged in one focus group given immediately after the information session. The aim of the focus group was to identify and present suggestions on how to improve the exercise prescription and referral procedure. Participants were informed that the focus group was being recorded and would remain confidential. Focus group questions were open ended and questioned various aspect of EIM (the role of the physician, the role of the FP, effectiveness of exercise prescriptions and referrals in increasing physical activity in the general population).

**Statistical analysis**

Questionnaires were scored out of seven (number of correct responses). To determine if there was a change in knowledge from pre to post questionnaires, a paired Student’s T-Test was performed and standard deviations were calculated (SPSS version 24).

A thematic analysis was conducted for the focus group using Quirkos 1.3.2. The audio from the focus group was transcribed and transferred to Quirkos. Focus group responses were reviewed and themes were identified. Four themes were identified representing the suggestions from the FPs to improve the exercise prescription and referral procedure. Reasons for the suggestion and associated ideas on how to apply each suggestion were grouped under each theme. Themes were reviewed a second time by two independent investigators who were not involved with the facilitation of the focus group.

**Results**

Twelve out of 14 personal trainers (n = 12, female = 5, male = 7, age = 19 - 24 years) at the Western Student Recreation Centre participated. Two personal trainers chose not to participate. All personal trainers were graduate or undergraduate students at the institution and certified as a Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology (n = 7) or CanFitPro (n = 5) personal trainer. Years certified ranged from 1-4 years.

Average score on the pre-information session questionnaire was 1.5 out of 7 (± 1.7) or 21% correct. After the information session, scores significantly improved to an average of 5.75 out of 7 (± 0.75) or 82% correct (p < 0.05).

Qualitative thematic analysis for the focus group revealed four major themes or suggestions:

**Theme 1: Communication between physicians and FPs**

The first theme was that there was no system in place to allow communication between physicians and FPs and therefore EIM should aim to provide greater opportunities for physicians. Issues identified under this theme included no follow-up system to communicate with a physician about the progress of a patient and no system in place to connect physicians with local FPs. A recommendation to address these concerns was to have FPs employed within health clinics so a patient can be sent directly to them for exercise counselling after their appointment with the general practitioner. A second recommendation was to create an online database that includes the contact information of local FPs for referrals.

Theme 2: Increase educational opportunities for FPS and physicians

The next theme identified by the FPS was that there needs to be greater promotion and educational opportunities on EIM to assure all physicians and FPS can participate in the through medical school training or do not know of EIM, this may reduce their confidence in prescribing or referring exercise. A lack of time in appointments was also a concern, if physicians do not spend enough time discussing exercise, then patients may be less likely to adhere to exercise recommendations provided by their physician. Similarly, if FPS are unaware of EIM they will not be prepared to receive an exercise referred patient and cannot participate in the promotion of EIM. Suggestions to improve promotion and education opportunities included: having an exercise representative promote exercise similar to how pharmaceutical companies market new drugs to physicians and increase promotion for the option to refer patients for exercise to FPS rather than focusing physicians primarily on writing an exercise prescription and increase promotion of EIM educational opportunities for FPS as well.

Theme 3: Modifications to the EIM prescription pad

The third theme was the need to improve the actual prescription pad used in the exercise prescription and subsequent referral. The Frequency, Intensity, Time, Type (FITT) principle was described as helpful by some of the participants but many said there needs to be opportunities available to discuss the prescription with the physician. Furthermore, participants said there was nothing on the current prescription pad about progress (e.g. how long the patient should follow the FITT prescription from the physician before they can increase the intensity, time or change the type of activity). To improve the prescription pad the following suggestions were provided: include a section for progression and develop a follow up system where the physician can communicate with the FP about the prescription (e.g. online database/system).

Theme 4: Informing the environment about EIM

The fourth theme focused on educating all staff in a recreational/fitness centre environment to assure EIM is effectively implemented. Participants stated that membership services, front desk personnel, and other employees are all potential individuals that an exercise referred patient may interact with and therefore everyone should be educated on EIM to direct the patient correctly. A final concern related to the gym environment was the issue of cost. All participants felt it was unfair if a patient was given an exercise prescription but also has to purchase a gym membership or pay for a certified FP to meet the recommendations on the prescription. Participants felt that this would decrease motivation to adhere to an exercise prescription or referral. To address these participants recommended EIM should increase advocacy efforts to cover costs associated with referring or prescribing a patient to exercise to assure that cost does not prevent patients from fulfilling their exercise prescription or referral.

Discussion

The present pilot study is the first to provide the perspective of FPS on the EIM initiative and their recommendations on how to increase exercise prescription and referrals. The current convenience sample of FPS had limited baseline knowledge and awareness of the EIM initiative and that improved significantly from a brief education session. The scores on the pre and post Questionnaires in the present study suggest that EIM training and educational opportunities are beneficial and needed for FPS.

A thematic analysis of the focus group revealed four themes regarding barriers to and facilitators of exercise prescription and the referral procedure from the perspective of FPS. Firstly, as hypothesized; FPS expressed the need to improve communication between the referring physician and FPS. Two qualitative studies from the perspective of physicians also had the same finding where physicians felt that there is no system in place to connect with FPS and this was a reason as to why they do not refer patients for exercise [1,2]. Current literature does not suggest any consensus on the recommended intensity of a FPS involvement for implementing an exercise prescription however, in our study, FPS stated that to improve the referral process and to assure the patient does seek professional support to meet their exercise goals there should be a way to engage with physicians and discuss the patient’s initiation of exercise goals and their ongoing progress. Follow up support from healthcare providers has been identified as an effective strategy to increase compliance to exercise recommendations [6] and by implementing an online system for FPS and physicians to communicate with one another and including FPS in the medical system, there may be greater opportunity to provide patients with effective feedback and support to meet their exercise prescription. There are existing resources available for online communication between FPS and physicians [17,18] however it is unknown if all fitness professionals and physicians are aware of these tools and are available through the database. Perhaps EIM can increase promotion for already available tools or advocate for the development of a universal online portal that allows for reciprocal communication between the FP and physician and assure that this is implemented in all clinical and recreational settings.

FPS stated that the lack of education physicians have regarding exercise prescription and the benefits of exercise are concerning and this may be why physicians do not prescribe exercise. Currently EIM has focused primarily on equipping physicians with the tools to prescribe exercise [1,7,8,10,12,17] however by emphasiz-
ing the importance of exercise referrals, EIM may be able to engage FP's more and support physicians who may lack the knowledge to counsel or prescribe patients with exercise.

The third area identified for improvement was the prescription pad used to prescribe or refer exercise. This links back to the need for implementing a system to allow communication between physicians and FP's. Studies have found that physicians are hesitant to refer patients for exercise to FP's because they do not have any way to follow up on the patient's progress [13,16]. By including a progression and follow up section on the prescription pad, EIM can close the communication gap between FP's and physicians.

Finally, FP's stated that if staff at a recreational facility is unaware of EIM, a patient that with a prescription may be met with surprise. This could potentially decrease their motivation to be physically active and follow through with their referral or prescription. In the present study, all participants were personal trainers because in a gym environment personal trainers are the most likely employees to have one on one interaction with patients. However, it is possible a patient prescribed to exercise may inquire about EIM from any recreational centre staff member, therefore all recreational staff may benefit from EIM education sessions. Furthermore, FP's emphasized the need to consider costs associated with being referred to a gym and/or a personal trainer. Cost has been identified as a barrier to physical activity [19-21]. Unlike medication, gym memberships and personal trainer costs are not covered by health insurance and this may decrease the likelihood that a patient will follow through with their exercise prescription or referral. If FP's and physicians are engaged with EIM and exercise is included in the healthcare system, then perhaps advocacy efforts towards considering costs associated with exercise prescriptions and referrals will be implemented.

Studies have examined how to improve the exercise prescription and referral procedure from the perspective of physicians [9,11,12,16,17], yet EIM believes both physicians and FP's are key members in promoting and implementing the inclusion of exercise in the healthcare system [5]. By conducting a focus groups with personal trainers employed at a campus recreation facility, we are the first pilot study to document information from the perspective of FP's. The suggestions provided by FP's inform EIM with an action plan to improve the exercise prescription and referral procedure.

Conclusion

The results of the current pilot study suggest a call to action for EIM. To improve the exercise prescription and referral procedure FP's recommended: 1) An increase in communication opportunities between FP's and physicians through online resources; 2) More opportunities to promote and educate physicians and FP's on EIM; 3) The exercise prescription pad should be improved to include more detail about follow up and progression, and finally; 4) Recreation settings need to be improved by educating all staff about EIM and costs associated with prescribing exercise at a gym should be considered. These findings are a stepping stone towards better understanding the perspective of FP's and to inform EIM with suggestions that can potentially enhance the effectiveness of the EIM initiative to increase physical activity levels in all population groups. Limitations of the current pilot study include the lack of validated pre- and post-presentation questionnaires and a small sample size however future work can utilize the questionnaires developed for this pilot study to validate them for evaluating the knowledge FP's have on EIM. Furthermore, future work should include a more diverse sample, including participants from other fitness professions, varying years of experience and employed at different recreational facilities, and consider a mixed approach exploring the perspective of both physicians and FP's together to expand on current findings.
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Supplementary Document 1:
Exercise as a Vital Sign on Campus: Pre-Information Session Questionnaire

Please circle the correct answer, please do not guess. If you do not know an answer or do not wish to answer a question please circle option D (N/A).

1. What is the mission of Exercise is Medicine Canada?
   a. To increase the number of physicians prescribing exercise to their patients.
   b. To increase the number of Canadians achieving the daily Canadian Physical Activity Guidelines.
   c. To include physical activity in the Canadian Healthcare System as a prevention and treatment method for chronic diseases.
   d. N/A

2. Which two key individual groups are involved in the prescribing and referral process of exercise?
   a. Physicians and Patients.
   b. Exercise Professionals and Physicians.
   c. Exercise Professionals and Patients.
   d. N/A

3. Exercise is Medicine is encouraging what change in our Canadian Healthcare System?
   a. Accept exercise as a form of medicine to be prescribed.
   b. Increase counselling, prescribing and referrals of exercise from physicians.
   c. To replace over the counter medication and prescription medicine with exercise first.
   d. N/A

4. In order to prescribe exercise, what tool has Exercise is Medicine created and based on what principle can it be utilized to create an exercise prescription?
   a. Online learning module; FITT Principle.
   b. Smart phone application; Personalized Fitness Principle.
   c. Prescription Pad; FITT Principle.
   d. N/A

5. What role does Exercise is Medicine envision for exercise professionals in this initiative?
   a. To receive referrals from patients who have been prescribed exercise and create an exercise prescription for them based on their needs.
   b. To refer patients to physicians to be screened for the ability to exercise to help treat or prevent chronic diseases.
   c. To work with physicians to introduce exercise as a prescription to prevent and treat chronic diseases.
   d. N/A

6. According to Exercise is Medicine, who should be able to prescribe exercise?
   a. Physician only.
   b. Exercise Professional only.
   c. Both Physician and Exercise Professional.
   d. N/A

7. As a personal trainer, what would be your key role according to Exercise is Medicine?
   a. Receive exercise referrals from physicians.
   b. Create an exercise prescription for patients referred to exercise.
   c. Can be both A and B.
   d. N/A
Supplementary Document 2:

**Exercise as a Vital Sign on Campus: Post-Information Session Questionnaire**

Please circle the correct answer, please do not guess. If you do not know an answer or do not wish to answer a question please circle option D (N/A).

1. What is the mission of Exercise is Medicine Canada?
   a. To increase the number of physicians prescribing exercise to their patients.
   b. To increase the number of Canadians achieving the daily Canadian Physical Activity Guidelines.
   c. To include physical activity in the Canadian Healthcare System as a prevention and treatment method for chronic diseases.
   d. N/A

2. Which two key individual groups are involved in the prescribing and referral process of exercise?
   a. Physicians and Patients.
   b. Exercise Professionals and Physicians.
   c. Exercise Professionals and Patients.
   d. N/A

3. Exercise is Medicine is encouraging what change in our Canadian Healthcare System?
   a. Accept exercise as a form of medicine to be prescribed.
   b. Increase counselling, prescribing and referrals of exercise from physicians.
   c. To replace over the counter medication and prescription medicine with exercise first.
   d. N/A

4. In order to prescribe exercise, what tool has Exercise is Medicine created and based on what principle can it be utilized to create an exercise prescription?
   a. Online learning module; FITT Principle.
   b. Smart phone application; Personalized Fitness Principle.
   c. Prescription Pad; FITT Principle.
   d. N/A

5. What role does Exercise is Medicine envision for exercise professionals in this initiative?
   a. To receive referrals from patients who have been prescribed exercise and create an exercise prescription for them based on their needs.
   b. To refer patients to physicians to be screened for the ability to exercise to help treat or prevent chronic diseases.
   c. To work with physicians to introduce exercise as a prescription to prevent and treat chronic diseases.
   d. N/A

6. According to Exercise is Medicine, who should be able to prescribe exercise?
   a. Physician only.
   b. Exercise Professional only.
   c. Both Physician and Exercise Professional.
   d. N/A

7. As a personal trainer, what would be your key role according to Exercise is Medicine?
   a. Receive exercise referrals from physicians.
   b. Create an exercise prescription for patients referred to exercise.
   c. Can be both A and B.
   d. N/A

8. Please rank the information session you received in its helpfulness in increasing your knowledge about Exercise is Medicine.
   0  1  2  3  4  5
   N/A  Not very  A little  No difference  Helpful  Very Helpful
   Helpful  Helpful